600LT Spider
Welcome to the edge. Amplified.

LT is an expression of McLaren at its most extreme. Pumped up. Stripped back. It stands for the relentless pursuit of performance. And now, the exhilarating engagement of the 600LT Spider opens up a whole new world...With the roof down, every element is louder. Closer. More visceral. You’ve never experienced an open-air drive that feels like this.

Pure. Unrestrained. The 600LT Spider delivers every pulse-pumping thrill of the Coupe. And then some. The speed, the acceleration, the driver feedback that defines LT...with the added sensation of the world around you brought closer. It’s time to experience the edge like never before. To supercharge your senses. To intensify every moment. The next chapter in the LT legend is here.
Standard features

The technology
The 600LT Spider's beating heart is the powerful McLaren 3.8-litre V8 - boosted with 30 PS of extra punch. This sits within our supremely strong and light MonoCell II carbon fibre chassis. Together, they combine with track-tuned LT dynamics and stunning innovations like the top-exit exhaust... To create a drive that’s alive with uncompromised drama.

Powertrain
- M838TE 3.8L twin-turbocharged V8 engine 600 PS/620 Nm of torque
- Twin turbochargers
- Eco start-stop system with deactivation switch
- Top-exit stainless steel exhaust system
- Stiffened engine and transmission mounts
- 7-speed + reverse Seamless Shift Gearbox (SSG)
- No transmission creep
- 3 x powertrain modes (Normal, Sport, Track)
- Ignition cut gearshifts
- Twin multi-plate clutches
- Open differential
- Launch control with burnout mode

Wheels and tyres
- 10-Spoke Ultra Lightweight forged alloy wheels
- Silver wheel finish
- Pirelli P ZERO™ Trofeo R tyres
- Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
- Tyre temperature gauge

Brakes
- Carbon ceramic brakes with 6-piston calipers front & 4-piston calipers rear
- Brake calipers: Black with printed McLaren logo

Suspension
- Adaptive damping LT tune with lowered ride height
- 3 x handling modes (Normal, Sport, Track)
- Lightweight wishbones and uprights
- McLaren brake steer
- LT Anti-Roll Bars

Driver assistance technologies
- Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
- Dynamic Electronic Stability Control (DESC)
- Traction Control (TC)
- Hill hold assist
- Cruise control
- Electronic parking brake

Body structure
- Single piece carbon fibre MonoCell II
- Exposed engine bay
- Natural finish plenum cover
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Exterior lighting
- Full LED headlights with automatic headlight levelling and darkened finish headlamp bezel with 600LT branding
- Follow me home headlights (adjustable time)
- Automatic lights (in conjunction with rain-light sensor)
- Automatic LED daytime running lights and automatic LED rear lights
- Central High Mounted Stop Lamp (CHMSL)
- Dual function LED rear fog/reverse light

Exterior Features
- Dihedral doors
- Electrically folding heated door mirrors (with dip in reverse functionality)
- Lightweight windscreen
- Automatic wipe (rain sensor)
- Keyless start, keyless entry and lock
- Alarm (including doors, engine cover, luggage compartment, tonneau)
- Retractable Hard Top roof

Exterior Styling
- Body colour door mirror casings
- Body colour door mirror arms
- Dark Palladium Tonneau cover
- Stealth exhaust finishers
- Dark Silver LT exhaust bezel
- Dark Palladium belt moulding/rear fender closures
- Natural finish wheel arches
- Dark Palladium exterior door inserts
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre front splitter with integrated twin endplates
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre side skirts with aero winglets
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre extended side intakes
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre rear bumper with integrated full width diffuser
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre rear bumper aero fins
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre fixed rear wing with Matte Black heat shield
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre rear deck with integrated exhaust outlet
- Dark Palladium rear spoiler carbon fibre
- Dark Palladium service cover
- Dark Palladium carbon fibre rear deck with integrated exhaust outlets

Standard features

The design
The ultra-light Retractable Hard Top brings you even closer to the edge. Darkened headlights add brooding style. While Dark Palladium-finished carbon fibre components save weight – to push performance further. This is a convertible with an aggressively aerodynamic profile. A true spider. A true LT. Through and through.
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Standard features

The cockpit
Nothing you don’t need. Only what you do. The 600LT Spider’s interior is about one thing…
the drive. That’s why every detail is focused purely on performance. From the track-inspired
bare carbon and Alcantara® trim. To the racing seats and McLaren Track Telemetry – both
fitted as standard. This is an environment designed to take you to the edge.

Alcantara® LT interior trim
• Full Carbon Black Alcantara® LT interior
• Carbon Black Alcantara® steering wheel
• Black textile headlining
• Black seatbelts
• Tonal Carbon Black stitch

Interior features
• Regular fit carbon fibre racing seats with
  fixed passenger seat
• Manual adjust steering column
  (reach and rake)
• Lockable centre console bin
• Stowage in driver-side seat front pocket
• Open door stowage bins (net stowage
  protector)

Interior styling
• Black sparkle metallic interior components
  (switch-pack surrounds, steering wheel
  spokes and gear shift paddles)
• Satin Chrome brightwork

Infotainment
• 7" portrait touchscreen monitor
• On-board memory
• USB connectivity x 3 ports
• No navigation system
• No audio system
• McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap
time function

Electrical features
• Dual zone climate control
• No air conditioning

Driver tuition
• Pure McLaren road owner track day at a
  race circuit, with expert driving tuition*

*Included in most markets. Please ask a McLaren Retailer for more information.
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Exterior colours

The finish

Make a statement. Express your personality. The 600LT Spider is available in a range of striking colours. Beginning with classic Silver as standard. And taking in Special and Elite finishes that raise the style of our latest LT even further. Not to mention a selection of MSO Defined colours. And the new Elite addition of Lime Green – exclusive to the 600LT Spider.

Standard

- Silver
- Curacao Blue
- Luminaire Green
- Silica White
- White

Special

- McLaren Orange
- Onyx Black
- Myan Orange
- Saros
- Vega Blue
- Vermillion Red

Elite

- Chicane Effect
- Cosmos
- Lime Green
- Helios Orange
- Lantana Purple
- Ludus Blue

MSO Defined

- Abyss Black
- Amethyst Black
- Borealis
- Burton Blue
- Ceramic Grey
- Cirrus Grey
- Helios Orange
- Lantana Purple
- Ludus Blue
- Mauvine Blue
- Muriwai White
- Papaya Spark
- Paris Blue
- Sarthe Grey
Wheels

Turn up the style
Your 600LT Spider is factory-fitted with the lightest wheels ever on a McLaren Sports Series. With less unsprung weight, dynamics are noticeably nimbler. Choose to feed your dark side with a Gloss Black finish. Add distinction with Satin Raw Metal or Diamond Cut. And choose from 10-Spoke or 5-Spoke designs. All strong. All light. All exclusive to the 600LT series.

Standard wheel design
10-Spoke Ultra-Lightweight forged alloy wheels

Optional wheel designs
10-Spoke Ultra-Lightweight forged alloy wheels
- Gloss Black
- Diamond Cut
- Satin Raw Metal

5-Spoke Ultra-Lightweight forged alloy wheels
- Silver
- Gloss Black
- Diamond Cut
- Satin Raw Metal
Brake calipers

Show. Stopping.
Coloured Black. With a printed White McLaren logo. Simple. Striking. These are the standard brake calipers for your 600LT Spider. Or take things further with our optional colours and finishes. Coordinate with the car’s body. Choose an eye-catching option to contrast. Or pare things back, in true LT style, with polished calipers. And let the raw-form engineering do the talking.
Optional features - interior trim

The LT look
No matter which one catches your eye, the interior options for your 600LT Spider all offer uncompromising LT style. Roof up. Or roof down. Choose from a range of 'By McLaren’ premium designs - built around durable Alcantara®, or cool, smooth Nappa Leather. So which will it be? Pure, track-focused trim. Or a race-ready touch of luxury. The choice is yours.

Leather and Alcantara® LT Interior
- Jet Black leather and Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Carbon Black stitching
- Headlining – Black textile
- Steering wheel - Carbon Black leather
- Seatbelt – Black

Options
- Headlining – Alcantara®
- Steering wheel - Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Nappa Leather sill finisher with McLaren branding
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
Optional features - interior trim

‘By McLaren’ Alcantara® LT Interior trim options

Carbon Black and Burnt Orange
- Carbon Black Alcantara® with Burnt Orange Alcantara®
- Carbon Black stitching
- Headlining – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Interior door inserts – Burnt Orange Alcantara®
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Rear bulkhead – Carbon Black Carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black Alcantara® with McLaren Orange Alcantara®, 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Options
- Carbon fibre interior components
- Carbon fibre interior upgrade
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather, 12 o’clock mark
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts
  (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys
  (McLaren Orange/Black)

Carbon Black and Graphite
- Carbon Black Alcantara® with Graphite Alcantara®
- McLaren Orange contrast stitching
- Headlining – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Interior door inserts – Graphite Alcantara®
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Rear bulkhead – Carbon Black carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black Alcantara® with McLaren Orange Alcantara®, 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Options
- Carbon fibre interior components
- Carbon fibre interior upgrade
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather, 12 o’clock mark
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts
  (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys
  (McLaren Orange/Black)

Carbon Black and Midnight Blue
- Carbon Black Alcantara® with Midnight Blue Alcantara®
- Midnight Blue contrast stitching
- Headlining – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Interior door inserts – Midnight Blue Alcantara®
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Carbon Black Alcantara®
- Rear bulkhead – Carbon Black carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black Alcantara® with McLaren Orange Alcantara®, 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Options
- Carbon fibre interior components
- Carbon fibre interior upgrade
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather, 12 o’clock mark
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts
  (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys
  (McLaren Orange/Black)
Optional features - interior trim

Jet Black and Carmine Red

- Jet Black Nappa Leather and Carmine Red Nappa Leather
- Carbon Black stitching
- Headlining - Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Interior door inserts – Carmine Red Nappa Leather
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Rear bulkhead - Carbon Black carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Jet Black and Scoria Grey

- Jet Black Nappa Leather and Scoria Grey Nappa Leather
- McLaren Orange contrast stitching
- Headlining – Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Interior door inserts - Scoria Grey Nappa Leather
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Rear bulkhead - Carbon Black carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Jet Black and Midnight Blue

- Jet Black Nappa Leather and Midnight Blue Nappa Leather
- Midnight Blue contrast stitching
- Headlining - Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Interior door inserts – Midnight Blue Nappa Leather
- Sill finisher – Jet Black Nappa Leather with McLaren branding
- Rear quarter trim – Jet Black Nappa Leather
- Rear bulkhead - Carbon Black carpet
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black leather with McLaren Orange leather 12 o’clock mark
- Seatbelt – Black

Options

- Carbon fibre interior components
- Carbon fibre Interior Upgrade
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black Alcantara® with McLaren Orange Alcantara® 12 o’clock mark
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys (McLaren Orange/Black)

Options

- Carbon fibre interior components
- Carbon fibre interior upgrade
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- Steering wheel – Carbon Black Alcantara® with McLaren Orange Alcantara® 12 o’clock mark
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys (McLaren Orange/Black)
Optional features – packs

Take it further
Swap out standard trim for carbon fibre. To shave vital grams. And sharpen performance. Or, for the ultimate in weight-saving options, choose the Clubsport Pack - to cut a further 5.6kg from your already-spartan 600LT Spider. There are also useful driving aids at your disposal. And luxury touches, too. For even easier, everyday journeys... with added edge.

Carbon Fibre Interior Upgrade
• Carbon fibre interior components (Switch-Pack surrounds, Steering Wheel spokes, extended gear shift paddles)
• Carbon fibre interior door inserts
• Carbon fibre tunnel sides

Gloss Finish Visual Carbon Fibre Exterior Upgrade 1
• Carbon fibre extended side intakes
• Carbon fibre door mirror casings

Gloss Finish Visual Carbon Fibre Exterior Upgrade 2
• Carbon fibre front splitter with integrated twin endplates
• Carbon fibre side skirts with aero winglets
• Carbon fibre rear bumper with integrated full width diffuser
• Carbon fibre rear bumper aero fins
• Carbon fibre rear spoiler

MSO Defined Gloss Finish Visual Carbon Fibre Exterior Upgrade 3
• Carbon fibre fixed rear wing with Matte Black heat shield
• Carbon fibre rear deck with integrated exhaust outlets
• Carbon fibre exterior door inserts
• Carbon fibre service cover
• Carbon fibre tonneau cover

MSO Clubsport pack
• Super-lightweight carbon fibre racing seats
• Carbon fibre interior upgrade
• MSO Defined gloss finish visual carbon fibre front fender louvres
• Titanium wheel bolts with locking function

Luxury pack
• Power adjust heated memory sports seat with comfort entry/exit
• Power adjust steering column (reach and rake with comfort entry/exit)
• Bowers & Wilkins 12-speaker audio system
• Soft-close doors
• McLaren branded floor mat set

Security pack
• Vehicle lift
• Rear view camera
• 4 front and 4 rear parking sensors
• Car cover
It’s the little things
Take your drive to the edge with full confidence, all year round – thanks to specialist winter tyres. Protect every inch of your 600LT Spider with our safety and security upgrades. Or opt for front and rear cameras and a vehicle lift... To make tackling tricky parking spots and speed bumps a breeze.

Wheels and tyres
- Pirelli P ZERO™ tyres
- Pirelli Sottozero™ winter tyres
- Titanium wheel bolts

Suspension
- Vehicle lift

Driver assistance technologies
- Rear view camera
- 4 front and 4 rear parking sensors

Safety and security
- Volumetric alarm upgrade
- Vehicle tracking system
Optional features

Every last detail
Take your cockpit design closer to the track thanks to race-inspired seats and trim. Give your RHT some serious style with a Dark Palladium finish. And upgrade your infotainment experience by choosing a world-class, enhanced audio system. For the perfect complement to the soundtrack created by that roaring top-exit exhaust.

Interior features
- Power adjust heated memory sports seats with comfort entry/exit
- Touring fit carbon fibre racing seats with passenger fixed
- Regular or touring fit carbon fibre racing seats with passenger adjustable
- Super-lightweight carbon fibre racing seats - regular or touring fit, with passenger adjustable
- Super-lightweight carbon fibre racing seats – regular or touring fit, with passenger fixed
- Power adjust steering column (reach and rake with comfort entry/exit)
- Air conditioning
- Cabin stowage: covered door storage bins (lined), lockable glovebox with illumination
- Alcantara® headlining (inc. on 'By McLaren' only)
- Sill finishers – leather with McLaren branding (inc. on 'By McLaren' only)
- Satin finish visual carbon fibre sill finisher with McLaren branding
- Carbon Black leather steering wheel with McLaren Orange leather 12 o’clock mark (inc. on ‘By McLaren’ only)
- Carbon Black Alcantara® steering wheel with McLaren Orange Alcantara® 12 o’clock mark (inc. on ‘By McLaren’ only)
- Carbon fibre interior components (Switch-Pack Surrounds, Steering Wheel Spokes and Extended Gear Shift Paddles)
- MSO Defined interior

Exterior features
- Special paint
- Elite paint
- Soft close doors
- Plenum cover - carbon fibre
- Dark Palladium Retractable Hard Top roof
- Gloss finish visual carbon fibre wheel arches
- Model designation delete option
- MSO Defined exterior

Infotainment
- IRIS navigation
- Audio media player and AUX in
- AM/FM radio
- DAB radio (SiriusXM for USA and Canada)
- Bluetooth telephony
- iPod / iPhone integration
- McLaren 4-speaker audio system
- Bowers & Wilkins 12-speaker audio system
- McLaren Track Telemetry (MTT) with lap time function and 3 cameras

MSO Defined interior
- MSO Defined exterior paint colour

MSO Defined exterior
- MSO Defined LT carbon fibre front fender louvres
- MSO Defined exterior paint colour

MSO Defined interior
- MSO Defined Satin finish visual carbon fibre extended sill finisher with LT branding
- MSO Defined coloured seatbelts (McLaren Orange/Red/Yellow)
- MSO Defined ignition keys (McLaren Orange/Black)
**600LT Spider**  
**Technical highlights**

### Engine configuration
3.8L (3,799cc) Twin-Turbo V8

### Drivetrain layout
Longitudinal mid-engined, RWD

### Transmission
7-Speed (SSG) Normal, Sport and Track modes

### Suspension
Independent adaptive dampers, dual aluminium wishbones.  
Normal, Sport and Track modes

### Steering
Electro-hydraulic; power-assisted

### Brakes
- Front: 360mm carbon ceramic discs, 6-piston aluminium calipers
- Rear: 380mm carbon ceramic discs, 4-piston aluminium calipers

### Power and Performance
- **Maximum Power PS (BHP) (kW)**: 600 (441) @ 7,500rpm  
- **Maximum Torque Nm (lb-ft)**: 620 (457) @ 5,500-6500rpm  
- **0-100 km/h (0-62 mph)**: 2.9 seconds  
- **0-200 km/h (0-124 mph)**: 10.5 seconds  
- **0-400 metres (1/4 mile)**: 8.4 seconds  
- **Oxenhope: Front: 102mm - 825mm**  
- **Track Front (Contact Patch Centre)**: 1,680mm  
- **Track Rear (Contact Patch Centre)**: 1,593mm  
- **Maximum Torque Nm (lb-ft)**: 620 (457) @ 7,500rpm  
- **Power PS (BHP) (kW)**: 600 (441) @ 7,500rpm  

### Dimensions
- **Vehicle Length**: 4,604 mm  
- **Vehicle Width, with mirrors folded**: 2,045 mm  
- **Vehicle Height**: 1,196 mm  
- **Vehicle Height, Door Open**: 1,973 mm  
- **Overhang, Front**: 120mm  
- **Wheelbase**: 2,670 mm  
- **Track Front**: 1,680mm  
- **Track Rear**: 1,593mm  
- **Ramp Angle degrees (with vehicle lift)**: 61 (10.3) degrees  
- **Break Over Angle**: 5.2 degrees  
- **Departure Angle**: 12.6 degrees  
- **Wheel Sizes - Rear**: 20 x 11.0J inches  
- **Tyre Sizes - Front**: 225/35/R19 inches  
- **Tyre Sizes - Rear**: 285/35/R20 inches  
- **Turning Circle**: 12.1 metres  
- **Luggage Capacity - Front**: 150 litres  

### Weight
- **DIN Kerb Weight (fluids + 90% fuel)**: 1,404 kgs (3,095 lbs)  
- **Curb Weight, USA (fluids + 100% fuel)**: 1,406 kgs (3,099 lbs)  
- **Dry Weight**: 1,309 kgs (2,886 lbs)  
- **Dry Weight - Minimum**: 1,297 kgs (2,859 lbs)  
- **Weight Distribution**: Front: 42.5%  
- **Weight Distribution**: Rear: 57.5%

### Efficiency
- **CO2 Emissions: Combined**: 266 g/km  
- **CO2 Emissions: Urban**: 277 g/km  
- **CO2 Emissions: Extra-Urban**: 13.5 mpg (20.9 l/100 km)  
- **Fuel Efficiency Combined**: 22.4 mpg (12.5 l/100 km)  
- **Fuel Efficiency High**: 28.8 mpg (9.8 l/100 km)  
- **Fuel Efficiency Medium**: 26.2 mpg (10.8 l/100 km)  
- **Fuel Efficiency Low**: 23.2 mpg (12.2 l/100 km)  
- **Fuel Efficiency City**: 15 mpg  
- **Fuel Efficiency Highway**: 23 mpg  
- **Fuel Efficiency Combined**: 18 mpg  
- **Fuel Capcity (15.8 UK gallons/19.0 USA gallons)**: 72 litres

Based on EU (UK) specifications as at 16.01.2019. Further information can be found on the Configurator at configurator.mclaren.com/model/spider600lt or via a local authorised McLaren Retailer. All information subject to change by the manufacturer.
Warranty and servicing

Confidence guaranteed
We stand firm by the quality of our engineering. That’s why your 600LT Spider is covered by our comprehensive McLaren Vehicle Warranty as standard. That includes the car and its finish... no matter how far you drive. Or go for ultimate peace of mind and increase coverage with the McLaren Extended Warranty.

McLaren Vehicle Warranty
- Three years’ vehicle warranty
- Three years’ paint surface warranty
- 10 years’ corrosion warranty
- Guaranteed use of McLaren Genuine Parts fitted by fully trained McLaren technicians, keeping the vehicle the way it was built
- Unlimited mileage
- Valid throughout the region of purchase

McLaren Extended Warranty
- Optional further cover for up to 12 years
- Registered in 12- or 24-month increments up until your vehicle’s 10 year anniversary
- Includes roadside assistance (in selected regions)
- Annual mileage limit of 20,000 km/12,000 miles
- Valid throughout the region of purchase

Perfected. Protected.
Regular servicing keeps your McLaren performing to the same exacting standards it was designed to achieve. McLaren Retailers offer annual servicing (or at 15,000 km/10,000 mile intervals). All delivered by fully trained McLaren technicians. Which means there’s no reason every mile in your 600LT Spider shouldn’t feel as adrenaline-fuelled as the first.
Important notes

Interior
- Super-lightweight carbon-fibre racing seats not available with volumetric alarm upgrade
- MSO Defined carbon fibre exterior upgrade 2 only selectable if MSO Defined carbon fibre exterior upgrade 1 is selected
- MSO Defined carbon fibre exterior upgrade 3 only selectable if both MSO Defined carbon fibre exterior upgrade 1 and 2 are selected

Exterior
- Rear view camera is only available if 4 front and 4 rear parking sensors are also selected
- 4 front and 4 rear parking sensors and rear view camera come as standard in Canada, USA, Hong Kong and Chile

Other
- MSO Clubsport pack not available with the following items: power adjust heated memory sports seats, carbon-fibre racing seats, Luxury pack
- Volumetric alarm upgrade not available with super-lightweight carbon-fibre racing seats

Terms and conditions
Please visit http://cars.mclaren.com/terms-and-conditions

Regional restrictions apply. Please contact your local retailer for further information
No Cost Option
600LT Spider